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Abstract
This research will contribute to the question; what are the processes of making a metal box in the
Kamukunji metal work cluster (Nairobi, Kenya), and what interactions are involved in ensuring the
continuity of this informal (jua kali) metalwork subsector. It is believed that the Kamukunji metalwork
cluster has only been studied from an economical perspective. Hence, a Technographic approach
will be used to study small groups, with a focus on embodied skills, human material interactions and
performance. This research indicates that there appears to be a system for continuation of
knowledge and embodied skills. Furthermore, different social groups have been formed to ensure
continuity of metal box making. Finally, the research indicates that the Technographic (sociotechnical) perspective proves to be a valuable addition to the excising economical perspective of the
Kamukunji metalwork cluster.
Keywords: cluster, Nairobi, Kenya, process of making, jua kali, Technography, small groups,
embodied skills, human material interactions, performance, socio-technical.
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Glossary
Artisan
Cluster
Collective efficiency framework
Embodied skills
Entepreneur
Fundi
Gauge
Hardware store
Human material interaction
Kamukunji metal work cluster
Kamukunji jia kali associaiton
Mabati
Machine
Mafundi
Mama
Metal box
Mokokoteni
Mpesa
Mwalimu
On the job learning
Order
Quality/gauge
Rails
Ruler
Technography
Scissors
Self help groups
Selling place
Spring
Workshop

craftsman engaged in metalwork in Kamukunji
“a geographic and sectoral agglomeration of enterprises” (Schmitz
1992)
scientific frame work to analyse industrial clusters (Schmitz 1995)
skills that you train your body to do, to embody skills (Mauss 1973)
“anyone who controls the management of capital which he has
invested in some enterprise in order to realise a profit” (Hart 1970)
worker, someone who makes (artisan)
self made tool for drawing lines at a predetermined distance from the
sheet metal parts edge
store were you can buy mabati, paint or tools
Interactions between materials and humans (Dant 2007)
research area
the association that represents the artisans of Kamukunji
sheet of steel
anvil like device to make U bends
plural of fundi (artisans)
Mama is the owner of the workshop in which I did most of my
observations on ‘the process of making’ a metal box.
research object
Kart pullers who provide cheap transport
mobile money transfer service provided by Safaricom (Data 202)
teacher
mechanism for transferring knowledge and embodied skills
an order of boxes (10 - 20 or more) that a fundi was to make
The thickness of the mabati which varies from gauge 26 to 32
piece of railway rails used as a anvil
piece of sheet metal with a machine straight cut
The research methodology used to conduct this research (Anderson
1997; Vellema and Richards 2008)
12” sheet metal scissors
self constituted groups that facilitate its members needs
place were metal boxes or other products are being sold (at the street)
piece of (car) leaf spring used as a slap hammer, for shaping the sheet
metal without getting dents.
a space at which mafundi make the metal boxes. It is usually equipped
with rails and a oil drum, managed by a entrepreneur

Note that throughout this thesis, references will be made to field work data (Data, followed by a
number) which can be found in Appendix 7.
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1 Introduction
Nairobi (capital of Kenya) houses several industrial clusters of which the Kamukunji metalwork
cluster (Kamukunji) is one of the oldest (Kinyanjui 2008). Economists classify Kamukunji as being
part of Kenya’s informal sector. The term informal sector was first introduced by Keith Hart in 1971
(King 1996). Kenyans however, refer to the Kamukunji metalwork cluster as Kamukunji ‘jua kali’ (the
Swahili words for hot sun, under which the artisans work). Section 1.1 will present a historical
overview of events leading to the official recognition of the Kamukunji metalwork cluster. Section 1.2
will describe Kamukunji at present, and the present day development problems. Section 1.3 will
present the research problem. Section 1.4 will present the research objectives. Section 1.5 will
present the main research question. Section 1.6 will elaborate upon the theoretical and
methodological approach. Section 1.7 will elaborate upon the research operationalisation.
1.1

Kamukunji towards official recognition
Kamukunji has not always been a metalwork cluster, its existence as an area of business dates back
to colonial times at which the colonial government appointed this area to native Africans. Since its
recognition, Kamukunji developed under colonial urban policy, which on basis of ethnicity
segregated space. The first step in Kamukunji becoming a metalwork cluster, was the settlement of
a small number of metal workers (Kinyanjui 2008). This number increased in 1978 when artisans
working in an area called Grogan (located close to Nairobi’s city centre) were displaced to a piece of
land (at Kamukunji) provided by the city council, to make way for a housing estate (McCormick
1998a).
During the postcolonial period there was little political and governmental attention towards the
informal sector clusters in Nairobi. The city’s authorities controlled the expansion of Kamukunji, as
well as other informal sector clusters in Nairobi. Buildings that were put up by entrepreneurs would
be demolished under the provision of a health act. Furthermore, policy regarding modernisation and
industrialisation supported medium and large scale formal firms because academics, planners, and
politicians thought that these would replace indigenous modes of production and business
organization (Kinyanjui 2008).
The first step towards more governmental attention to the Kamukunji artisans was in the beginning
of 1985 when the district commissioner allocated the land to the artisans temporarily. He did this
after restraining the city council that gave the jua kali 24 hours to vacate the area (King 1996;
Kinyanjui 2008). A major step in change of political attention towards Kamukunji artisans was later in
1985, when president Moi visited the artisans of Kamukunji. President Moi announced that sheds
would be built and the (city council) land given to the artisans. The president also requested the
artisans of Kamukunji to establish an association through which the government would be able to
better assist the artisans e.g. by implementing programs designed for small-scale entrepreneurs and
to support policy change (McCormick 1998a; McCormick 1999). Several years after this event the
term ‘jua kali’ became political vocabulary as it was promoted by the minister of Technical training
and Applied Technology in 1988 and, accepted into the Development Plan 1989- 1993. The chapter
on industrial and commercial development had a whole section dedicated to development of smallscale and jua kali enterprises (Kenya 1988) in (King 1996).
These latter events have made the Kamukunji artisans and jua kali as a whole informal sector shift
from being neglected to being recognised by local governments and politics. The city council land
was now owned by the artisans and governed by the newly established Kamukunji jua kali
association. With this land security, the artisans of Kamukunji could now run their business without
fear of the city council taking the produce and demolishing the buildings (Data 000).

1.2

Kamukunji at present
Since its foundation in 1985, the Kamukunji jua kali association now has its 7th chairman, Francis
Mwangi Muikamba. Currently the association has 6000 registrations (Data 000), which implies that
the majority of the artisans in Kamukunji have registered themselves as a member (McCormick
1999). The Kamukunji jua kali association distinguishes three different types of registration namely:
•
•
•

Artisans (2000); people working in the jua kali sheds/workshops
Business people (3000); people who run a workshop and are artisan themselves
Store owners (1000); people who employ artisans on contract basis

These types of registrations are just one formal way of organisation amongst the artisans of
Kamukunji. Because all members of the Kamukunji jua kali association are involved in metal work,
the association also acts as an association for the metal work sector (McCormick 1999, Data 000).
Kinyanjui (2008) describes that the jua kali association has to be more active towards the
entrepreneurs’ needs. Although, that the current Kamukunji jua kali association chairman has done
several infrastructural improvements, the entrepreneurs of Kamukunji have organised themselves
into self help groups, this will be elaborated in the second part of chapter 3.
Despite the fact that the cluster has been recognised since the mid 80’s and the artisans have
established an association, the cluster has received limited support from the government, donor
organisations and international financiers. Kinyanjui (2008) describes that there is policy regarding
Kamukunji yet it does not seem to match with the political will towards its implementation. To add to
this, knowledge and information from the government administration does not move to the cluster,
because there is no mechanism that facilitates such movement. This results in Kamukunji facing the
following development problems:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Kamukunji has poor infra structure sanitation, lighting and electricity for industrial use are in
need of improvement. Furthermore, the sheds provided by the government (1985-1986) are
insufficient to accommodate the current number of artisans (Kinyanjui 2008).
The majority of the enterprises in Kamukunji can be defined as small (4-10 workers), and
micro enterprises (1-3 workers) (Kinyanjui 2008). The level of competition between these
enterprises is high. This can be explained by the high number of new students (which enter
the cluster without any significant barrier), and new graduates (students that have finished
their training). Just a small number of the graduates are able to get employment. Therefore,
they are likely to choose for self-employment, which has been a part of the school curriculum
since the 1985 restructuring of education and training. The restructuring increased the
emphasis on vocational, scientific and technological development, which implied that all
educational and training levels in Kenya would educate in self-employment and
entrepreneurship. (Kenya 1989) in (King 1996) (McCormick 1999).
Fresh graduates from national institutes of technology, national polytechnics, or universities
are not viewed as sources of knowledge in the cluster (Kinyanjui 2008). One respondent told
me that the polytechnic students are not practical enough. The latter is due to absence of
formal linkages between the cluster and learning institutions. (McCormick 1999; Kinyanjui
2008). There appears to be an absence of skills certification, due to the fact that the trainers
do not recognize the importance of such certificates (Kinyanjui 2008).
The limited transfer of ‘new’ knowledge is due to “workers form large companies who come
to work in the cluster during their free time, especially during the weekends, or run a
business parallel to their jobs”. Whereas the main mechanism of knowledge transfer is ‘on
the job learning’ (Kinyanjui 2008).
Because the entrepreneurs of Kamukunji are operating in the informal sector, they cannot
benefit from the financial systems, aimed at formal large- scale business. Therefore, the
entrepreneurs have to start a business or buy specialised machines, using personal savings
(McCormick 1999).
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6.

7.

8.

1.3

McCormick (1999) describes that the rural trading networks and retail chains are limited
because the commodity trade is controlled by the government. To add to this, the
government is also involved in whole selling of several produced goods.
It appears that market liberalisation is starting to affect Kamukunji’s market for cooking
items, hand tools and other household products due to the fact that supermarkets and local
traders are increasing the number and variety of imported products (McCormick 1999).
Despite the fact that the level of competition is high, there is horizontal collaboration (e.g.
lending basic tools, contracting of services requiring specialised machines and there is a
small wheelbarrow producers’ group). Furthermore, there are vertical linkages on the supply
and demand side. A Kamukunji jua kali attempt to improve material availability failed
(McCormick 1999).

Problem statement
The previously mentioned development problems are a synthesis of studies done by McCormick
(1999) and Kinyanjui (2008). Therefore, I believe that these development problems are not known
facts, but a result of the scientific approach used throughout these studies. For example,
development problems 5 to 8Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. appear too been formulated
using an economical perspective towards the Kamukunji metalwork cluster. The latter can be
explained by the fact that the conceptual framework used throughout the mentioned studies is the
Collective Efficiency Framework (CEF) by Schmitz (1995), Appendix 1. I believe that it is problematic
to research an informal cluster by using only an economical perspective. Therefore, I suggest
widening this single sided perspective by adding a socio-technical perspective. The latter I intend to
achieve by using a methodology called Technography, which will be elaborated in section 1.6.

1.4

Research objectives
The problem statement translates into the following main research objective: This research aims to
gain a deeper understanding in the socio-technical processes that are present in the Kamukunji
metalwork cluster in order to widen the single sided (economical) perspective of the CEF. This
socio-technical perspective will be generated using Technography; a methodology that implies that
the research is focused on a certain task, which in the case of my research is making a metal box.
The rationale for selecting a metal box (out of all the different products made in Kamukunji) will be
explained below.
During the first phase of my research, a selling place person approached me. He asked me whether
it is possible to print pictures on metal; we sat down to discuss the options. During this discussion, I
generated some ideas for improvement of the metal box design. In order to test the ideas I had to
make one. Therefore, a few days later, the person took me to a hardware store to buy a mabati and
he introduced me to his friend who is a fundi. This fundi (Barack) taught me in one morning how a
metal box is made.
The first improvement I tried to integrate into the box design was an X bend in the large surfaces of
the box, to make them more ridged. The second improvement I had was to attach eyes to the
bottom supports, to enable the box to tie easily to the back of a motor bike.
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A

B

Figure(s) 1 Metal box (A) Improvement idea (B) source: www.bovema.be year: 2010 (Data 200)

During the process of making the box, I took the time to elaborate on my X bend idea, after which
Barack and me incorporated the X bends into the design. The X bends indeed made the large
surfaces more ridged. However, one thing I had not seen up to that point was the top and bottom
supports, which add rigidity to the boxes large surfaces. My idea to attach eyes to the bottom
supports failed as it was taking to much time to explain and implement it. This whole experience of
making my own box and trying to incorporate ‘out of the ordinary’ improvements had raised my
interest in the process of making a metal box. Therefore, I have chosen the latter process to be the
taskgroups’ task.
The socio-technical perspective aimed for in the research objective will gained by tracing the
process of making a metal box, from raw material to finished product. Therefore, I have
operationalised my main research objective and ‘the process of making a metal box’ into the
following research sub-objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

1.5

To understand the knowledge and (embodied) skills used
To understand the ‘flow’ (and its continuity) of materials and financial resources
To understand the interactions involved in metal box making
To generate recommendations at an entrepreneur level
To gain knowledge about the applicability of the Collective Efficiency Framework (Schmitz
1995) in (McCormick 1999) for clusters such as Kamukunji

Main research question
The previously mentioned main research objective can be translated into the following main
research question: What are the processes of making a metal box in Kamukunji and what
interactions are involved in ensuring the continuity of this informal (jua kali) metalwork subsector.
This main research question can be divided into sub research questions addressing;
•
•
•

1.6

What are the processes of making?
Which interactions are involved?
How is the continuity of these processes and interactions ensured?

Theoretical and methodological approach
This section will present the methodological application of Technography. The term ‘Technography’
is first used by Anderson (1997). In this report he starts by explaining where ethnography originates
from and what it is exactly. He continues with explaining the role of using ethnography in systems
design. The latter is what he describes as Technography, an ethnography of technology. Even
though he describes that ethnography is a methodology, he does not go into detail about how to
conduct a ethnography (or Technography). Technography as a methodology was explained during
the Technography course by Vellema and Richards (2008). Throughout this course, technology has
been defined as a process of making which is a combination of human/material and social
interactions (called mechanisms). Technography makes use of four key pillars:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Taskgroup: a group of people working together to perform a certain task
Materiality: the way in which the social and the material work together (the way the
taskgroup relates to the environment)
Sodalities: does the taskgroup constitute itself into a recognised professional group?
Sodalities v.s. Modalities: how does the sodality interact with society (the modality)

Throughout this thesis, I will address all the mentioned key pillars. Therefore I have conceptualised
key pillars 1 and 3 by using the work of Harrington and Fine (2000), they describe small groups as
being “the micro foundations of social structure”. The second key pillar I have conceptualised using
the work of Mauss (1973), in which he describes that the human body can be trained (embodiment)
to perform a certain task (skill, e.g. palm tree climbing). The concept of embodied skills will be used
in conjunction with the work of Dant (2007) and particularly his way of describing human material
interactions. Furthermore, I will use the concept of ‘performance’ as described by Richards (1993)
which, throughout this thesis is the artisans/entrepreneurs use of improvisation to manage a series
of unexpected events.
1.7

Research operationalisation
The research samples have been generated through snowball sampling (and 100% population
sampling), which has been touched upon in the section; research sub-objectives. The latter section
also addressed my introduction to the process of making a metal box. Because I have actively taken
part in the process of making a metal box, I also have experienced first hand what the different steps
imply on the level of embodied skills. My inability to perform certain steps has sharpened my focus
on embodied skills throughout my participant observations. Besides participant observations I have
conducted semi structured interviews and surveys. Data has been recorded using field notes and
interview reports, which have been combined into an Excel database. Furthermore, photographs
and short video clips have been taken in addition to the written data.
Note that throughout this thesis references will be made to fieldwork data (Data, followed by a
number) which can be found in Appendix 7.
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2 From raw material to metal box
This chapter will describe the process of transforming raw materials into a metal box. By doing so, it
will address the first two sub- research questions; (1) what are the processes of making and (2)
which interactions are involved? As you will discover throughout this chapter, the majority of the
metal box’ parts (83,3%) are made by the mafundi. The remaining percentage of parts is purchased
‘inside’. Almost all the parts are made from mabati (80%); the other 20% are made from metal wire.
Transforming the mabati into box parts happens in steps (sub-processes) each of which requires
different (embodied) skills to complete. These steps are performed in the workshop, which (in the
case of this research) is a small plot of land between two houses of the estate bordering the jua kali
area (see the map in Appendix 2). This workshop is ran by a lady called Jane Mali (Mama) and
besides making sure there are rails and an oil drum (necessary tools in performing the steps), she
employs mafundi (of which Barack is one) on a regular basis. The latter process will be elaborated in
more detail in the in chapter 3.2.
I have learned that there is a ‘basic order’ in which the parts are made, I have included this basic
order in Appendix 3. The reason for naming it a basic order is because I have observed that not
every fundi makes parts in this same order. There are several reasons why not every fundi uses the
same order, of which the first is: there are similar processes on different parts. The second reason is
the limited availability of tools and materials to perform these processes. The similarity in processes
can be best explained with an example: before a part is a part it needs to be cut from the mabati (or
metal wire) therefore, cutting to size is one of the similarities, and will be elaborated in section 2.1.
The second similarity is bending edges and folding the sides which will be elaborated in section 2.2.
The third similarity is joining the parts to make the box which will be elaborated in section 2.3. These
similarities in processes, implicitly present a similarity in knowledge and (embodied) skills used,
which will be described in this chapter.
The following descriptions of the processes will be made for a large (16 x 28”) heavy gauge metal
box (made from a 4 x 8 foot black mabati), a box size similar to the one I made my self.
Furthermore, I will mention the time it takes to complete each process (to the extend of my data) to
estimate the time it takes to make one complete metal box.
2.1

Cutting to size
Cutting is the first similarity which will be discussed as this is where raw material is cut into a box
part. The (embodied) skill in cutting mabati is in using the scissors (12”) and the skill of cutting the
metal wire is in using the pliers for the thin wire and a sizzle and hammer for the thicker wire. I have
used these tools myself in making my metal box, and this experience gave me a detailed insight
about the embodied aspect of using these tools. However, before a cut is made, there are several
steps of the basic order, which need to be done, of which the first is to unroll the mabati.
Mabati
During my research, I have observed many different types of mabati being used to make boxes. I
was interested in the origins of the different types of mabati. Therefore, I conducted several
interviews with hardware stores, which led to a small hardware store survey. One result of the
survey is the following list of different mabatis used to make metal boxes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Black
Colour coated
Galvanised
Zink coated
Tin sheets
Flattened roof (and other) sheets
Flattened oil drums
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The majority of the mabatis (1 – 4) originate from Mabati Rolling Mills (MRM), which has a subbranch near Nairobi and the main branch in Mariakani (coast province). The mechanism regarding
mabati availability in Kamukunji will be elaborated in chapter 3.2. The mabatis from MRM are
referred to as ‘rejects’ or ‘off-cuts’, which implies that they are rejected due to coating defaults and
defaults in milling thickness. These mabatis are available in different qualities (thicknesses) ranging
from gauge 24 to 32. Tin sheets (5) are light gauge sheets (approximately gauge 30) that come in a
fixed size. The tin sheets are miss prints of e.g. beer and soda bottle caps and cans and they
originate from a Nairobi based factory called the Crown Cork Co (East Africa) Ltd. The flattened roof
(and other) sheets originate from de-construction sites across Nairobi, and the flattened oil drums
originate from the nearby industrial area, road construction (bitumen) and military airport.
To continue with the process of making, because these mabatis are usually unmanageably large,
the hardware store workers roll them up and tie them with a metal wire for easy transport. A similar
process happened to the mabati(s) I had bought for my box(es). Subsequently, I would carry the
rolled up mabati(s) on my shoulder, while holding it steady with one hand. I have also observed
straight mabatis being transported, for example Mama carrying several tin-sheets on her head,
supporting them with both hands. A more common sight is the mokokoteni (kart pullers) who carry
large numbers of mabatis (or other products) on their karts. The importance of mokokoteni will be
discussed chapter 3.2.

A

B

Figure(s) 2 The workshop

Thus, when a mabati arrives at the workshop it is usually rolled up (Figure(s) 2A), and needs to be
untied and unrolled. You have to imagine that unrolling a 4x8 foot mabati requires an even larger
space to allow the fundi to move around it. Finding this space can become difficult during the high
season (B, seasons will be discussed in chapter 3.2) therefore a fundi usually makes space by
rearranging partly finished boxes of other mafundi.

Figure(s) 3 Marking the 1-inch strip

Because black mabatis are off cuts/ rejects, they do not have straight (short) edges. Therefore,
before measuring out the box’ parts a 1-inch strip is removed. On Figure(s) 3 you can see how this
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strip is being measured and marked. In fact the 1-inch is not measured out with a tool, it is done on
sight or “Using common sense” (Data 001).
In order to draw a straight cutting line the fundi uses a ruler, which in this case is a tin sheet (a
commonly used ruler). The advantage of the tin sheet is that it is perfectly square (as it is machine
cut). However in case there is no tin sheet available, I have observed other mabatis being used, and
in case those would also not be sufficient to make a straight line (in case of flattened sheets),
mabatis even can be borrowed from neighbouring workshops.
Thus, by aligning it with the long edge of the mabati, before marking the 1-inch strip, ensures a
rectangular cut. When the ruler is aligned and held down with the right knee, the left hand pushes
the ruler down while following the right hand, which draws the line using a broken hacksaw blade or
scissors. After this, the ruler is removed and the strip is cut. Cutting will be elaborated more deeply
in a later paragraph.

1

2

Figure(s) 4 Z bending motion

After unrolling the mabati its ends tend to bend upwards which does not allow the hook of the tape
measure to stay on the end (it slips off). These bends were not a problem when cutting the 1-inch
strip because it did not require measuring with a tape measure and the ruler was used to push the
end of the mabati to the ground. I have observed a bending motion, which straightens the mabati
making the ends of the mabati stay on the ground. I would describe this as the ‘Z bending motion’.
The fundi picks up the end of the mabati, while standing on it. He bends the end into a Z (1) and
then he unrolls the bend (2) and drops the end on the floor. Doing this motion requires strength in
the arms and hands to hold the mabati, as the Z bending only takes 00:05min to do (Data 001).
The final step before cutting the raw material into box parts is to measure out the parts, this
however, depends on the size of box the customer orders (orders will be discussed in chapter 3.2).
In the case of my box, the length of the frame was the same as the short edge of the mabati. The
fundi also told that if I would have a different size mabati (a tin sheet for example) the box would
become a bit lower.
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B

Figure(s) 5 Measuring and drawing the box parts

All the cutting lines are drawn the same, the fundi uses the straightened edge and one of the long
edges of the mabati to measure from. Then he uses the tape measure to measure out the length or
width of the part (3). He makes a V mark at the exact measurement with the down point of the V
touching the exact measurement. After making two of these marks, one on either side of the cutting
line, he places the ruler and aligns it with the points of the V’s (B). Drawing the actual cutting line has
already been described at marking the 1-inch strip.

A

B

Figure(s) 6 Cutting the parts

Cutting is done using the scissors (size 12-inch). The mabati is lifted of the floor in order to start
cutting (A). The scissor is held loosely, with ‘the mouth’ open, which enables the fundi to slide it and
position it on the cutting line. Then he makes a cut by squeezing the scissors close. He continues by
relieving the tension in his hand, which opens up the mouth again, thus enabling the scissors to be
moved a bit further along the cutting line. This is repeated until a length of half a foot (15cm) then the
fundi places his right foot on the mabati (B). This enables him to pull open the cut, which makes
cutting the mabati easier, as now the cutting hand is safe from being cut by the mabati.
I have observed that the parts are measured out in sequence, this means the first part to be
measured out and cut is the frame, then the top, the sides and other parts. The reason why this is
done is that I have observed that mafundi usually make a minimum of 5 to 10 boxes. Therefore, the
mafund measure out the first box parts carefully, and I have even observed mafundi measuring
diagonals to check the angles.
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Figure(s) 7 Using a pattern to draw the top brackets

The reason why mafundi put so much effort in measuring the first parts is that they are used as
´patterns´. The use of a pattern is shown on Figure(s) 7 at which the fundi uses a pattern of a top
bracket to trace its outlines. Using a pattern reduces the time in drawing the cutting lines. Analysis of
my video data shows that drawing cutting lines on a frame takes approximately 02:20 minutes (Data
100). Aligning and tracing a pattern (of the frame) on the other hand takes just 00:40 seconds (Data
101).
However, the video material of which Figure(s) 7 is a screen shot, also shows the way the fundi
‘plans’ to cut the required number of top brackets. By tracing the outline of the pattern the fundi is
able to determine the width of a strip he is going to cut, this strip will be used to trace more strips of
the same size. After cutting enough strips he takes several and draws brackets over the whole
length. When he starts cutting, he takes another strip to cut two brackets at the same time. He first
cuts a square, surrounding the bracket shape and then he cuts out the bracket shape. Unfortunately,
I do not have detailed time data about this whole process; I do know that cutting the bracket shapes
takes 00:20min (Data 102). Thus, the latter process is not a mere tracing of patterns on to a mabati,
spacing them next to each other and cutting them. It is an intricate process to minimise drawing and
cutting time, which comes down to the use of knowledge (of materials and ones own skills) and how
this is applied to the provided materials at that particular moment (performance).
Drawing the gauge and cutting the corners

1

3

2

4

Figure(s) 8 The gauge

The final stage of cutting is to draw the gauge and cut the corners. ‘Drawing the gauge’ means to
use a tool called gauge Figure(s) 8 to draw lines on the corners of the frame, top and sides. The
gauge is made by the fundi according to specific measurements; (1) 3¼” frame (2) ½” frame and top
(3) 2½” top (4) 1½” frame (and corners). I have observed that the gauge is borrowed out amongst
the mafundi in the workshop; one explanation for this can be; “It is very hard to make one” (Data
002).
For a beginner like me it is easy to mix up the four measurements of the gauge, as my eyes are not
trained in recognising their length. In addition to this, my hand partly covers the gauge when holding
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it, making it more hard to see the difference in the four measurements. The mafundi however, are
trained in seeing these measurements, as within seconds they see if you are holding the gauge
correctly or not, and they correct you ( by telling you do it wrong).
Apart from using the right measurement, drawing the gauge does not take much force, only when
you use an old one (with less sharp scraping points) it becomes harder to make a good line
recognisable for cutting (which will be described later).

Long edge

Figure(s) 9 Detail of one of the frames’ corners, gauge lines (dotted), machine lines (dash dot) folding lines (large
dashes) the original outlines (dashed).

The above picture is a detail of one of the frames’ corners. There are several lines drawn on the
picture, these lines will be discussed briefly in this paragraph. First, the gauge lines (dotted lines)
these are the ones the fundi draws using the gauge. The dashed/ dotted line (on the left) is to
indicate the alignment for ‘machining’ which will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. The
dashed line (on the right) is the ‘folding line’ this will also be discussed in a later section of this
chapter. Lastly, I have marked the (uncut) outlines (dashed lines).
“Don’t forget to remember” (Data 103) is what Barack told me when he was about to show how the
frame is gauged. He takes just 00:30min (Data 103) to gauge all the corners, and ‘while Barrack was
drawing the gauge he was explaining “Don’t even forget to do it this way” while he again showed
how to use the gauge it self in drawing the lines. He continued “but don’t do like this and this” while
he was showing how it was not supposed to be drawn, as he was drawing the gauge lines in
orientation of the short edge (Data 103).
Looking at the outlines and what has been cut using the gauge lines, it becomes clear that the
gauge lines are not the only measurements for cutting the frames corners. In one instance, when I
was cutting a corner and was about to cut the chamfer on the left, Barack and Newton both told me;
“Don’t go too far” (Data 104). Furthermore, the rectangular cut also has a measurement as both
Barack and Newton mention ¼ (to ½) of the gauge (Data 103).
Barack is able to cut all the frames corners in 02:00 minutes (Data 103). I have also observed other
mafundi cutting the frames corners, one of them is Steven (younger brother of Barack). Steven takes
02:20 minutes to cut the corners (note that, at this moment, he is cutting 2 light gauge frames at the
same time). However, this is nothing compared to the 01:00 minute it took me to cut just one of the
frames corners (Data 103).
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Top

Figure(s) 10 One side with gauge lines (dotted), machine lines (dash dot) the original outlines (dashed) and an
indication of the top.

When comparing the sides corners with the frames corners you will see that these are very similar,
apart from the rectangular cut. The frame (when folded) is joined together with the sides to form the
box (on which the top fits). The bottom chamfers are made without any measurement and take
approximately 00:10min to make as they are cut in pairs. Gauging of the sides takes 00:25min and
cutting the corners takes 00:40min.

Figure(s) 11 Detail of one side of the top, gauge lines (dotted), machine lines (dash dot) folding lines (large
dashes) the original outlines (dashed)

The tops corners differ from those of the frame and sides. Again, here, the gauge lines are not the
only measurements used in cutting. On the left side you can see a rectangular cut, this one is made
using the gauge line, but the positioning from the side of the top is not marked. When I was cutting
these Barack told me; “Don’t go to far” on which Newton continued “Estimate” (Data 105). In this
instance, I could use Baracks ‘example’ but otherwise I would not have known how far from the side
I should make this cut.
When I made this cut, the edges were bend, and as I was straightening them Barack told me “Don’t
worry about that” and he continued “A mistake is not a mistake, mistake is to repeat a mistake”
(Data 105). Gauging the top takes 00:50min, cutting takes 02:40min (Data 106). For cutting
however, I have observed three different ‘techniques’.
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Figure(s) 12 Different top corner cutting techniques

The first technique is the one Barack showed me, he first cuts the diagonal (slightly offside from the
corner) and then the gauge lines. The second technique I have observed from Steven (the younger
brother of Barack), he directly cuts the gauge lines. The third technique I have observed from a
‘guest’ fundi, he first removes the major part of the corner and then cuts the rest. The existence of
three (or more) different techniques to cut the corners indicates different levels at which the mafundi
interact with the same objects, namely the scissors and the gauged top.
I have not explored the difference in cutting techniques further. However, I have described that
Steven and Barack have a different technique, which is odd, because Barack was the one who
trained Steven. Therefore, I believe, that after the mwalimu has shown how to make the cut, the
student develops his own technique depending on his embodiment of using the scissors as well as
guiding the cut lines to the cutting edge of the scissors.
When analysing the video material of me using the scissors, and comparing it with how the fundi
uses the scissors I realise that I could have cut more fast if I had used the scissors differently.
Namely, I used the end of the scissors (away from the hinge) whereas Barack cuts more close to the
hinge, which provides more easy cutting. As I had mentioned before, some parts are cut in pairs (or
more, up to four parts at a time), this dependents on the strength of the fundi’s hand and his skill in
using the scissors (embodiment).
Conclusion
This first section has already touched upon the use of the human body throughout the process of
making a metal box. Furthermore, an aspect, which seems obvious, is the visual aspect in this whole
process for example, determining measurements by eyesight. Therefore, I have come to realize that
the only way to actually learn these skills is by doing them through ‘on the job’ learning.
2.2

Bending the edges and folding the sides
Bending the edges and folding the sides is the second similarity, which will be discussed. During this
process, the parts are prepared for the next ‘similarity’ joining the parts. The (embodied) skill in
bending the edges is to use the spring and the skill in folding the sides is in using the hands. Again, I
have performed these steps myself in making my metal box, these experiences will be used to
describe the processes in detail.

1
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3

Figure(s) 13 Three types of bends

Bending the edges means to bend the outlines (Figure(s) 9, Figure(s) 10,Figure(s) 11) of the gauged
and cut box parts. There are three different types of bends made when ‘bending the edges’. In this
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section I will explain how the mafundi make the O bend (3), because as I have experienced first
hand, it is the most difficult bend to make. Throughout this elaboration will become clear that making
the L bend (1) and the U bend (2) are stages in making an O bend.
Thus, the first stage of making an O bend is to make an L bend. In this stage, the bend is made for
several (up to 4) parts at the same time (note that, when an L bend as the end result, the parts’ L
bends are straightened out separately). I assume that bending several parts together is done to save
overall production time (similar to cutting corners for several parts at the same time). Another reason
why the L bend is made for several parts at the same time is that the ‘geometry’ (the shape of the
bend) allows the parts to be separated after bending, something not possible with the U and O bend.

Figure(s) 14 Aligning parts for bending the edges

One thing, which is important when making any bend, is the alignment of the part(s) with the edge of
the rail. In Figure(s) 14 the fundi is making sure the parts are stacked properly, then he will continue
with aligning the parts with an ¼“ overlap from the edge of the rail (this is measured on sight, using
half of the ½“ gauged line/cut made earlier). The fundi secures the tops by pressing the parts on to
the rail with his foot and (as you will see next) with his left hand. Notice the squatting position the
fundi has, a position he will remain in when making the L bends.

1

2

Figure(s) 15 First stage of O bend, the L bend, first bend
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Figure(s) 16 My making the L bend

When the parts are at the correct measurement and held firmly, the fundi starts beating the overlap
with the spring (Figure(s) 15). Notice the stone supporting the other end of the tops, making them
level, I have observed that finished tops (borrowed from other mafundi) are also being used for the
same purpose. A thing not clearly visible is the clockwise circular motion the hand makes. At the
point of hitting the overlap, the fundi aims at the edge of the rail, holding the spring in an angle of
approximately 45 degrees. Due to the circular motion, the overlap not only bends by the impact of
the spring, but this impact also generates a momentum pushing the edge down. This pass takes just
00:03 minutes (Data 107). When the fundi finishes the first pass, he finishes it by bending it into a
90° angle by hitting the overlap sideways (Figure(s) 15), in this case the hand does not make a
circular motion, this pass takes 00:03minutes (Data 107). Notice that the fundi holds the spring ‘in a
fist’, this way he does not hurt his thumb wile making these pre bends. Furthermore, the shape of
the rail, allows the fundi to make the 90° bend, ‘the way he is making it’. The thing I did, when I was
learning to make a metal box, was hitting from ‘above’ Figure(s) 16. Now the importance of aligning
the parts properly becomes clear, because if this is done wrong the fundi risks having to straighten
and re-bend the edges again. Furthermore, referring back to ‘geometry’, the parts closest to the rail
will have the sharpest bends.
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4

Figure(s) 17 Aligning for second L bend

As I mentioned before making the L bend is a stage in making the O bend. In fact, it is not one but
two L bends that are made, as the first was on ¼”, and the second will be at the gauge lines. He
starts by aligning at his foot (3) and then he aligns the other side and presses it down with his left
hand (4), freeing his right hand, ready to use the spring. This realigning takes 00:04 seconds (Data
107).
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Figure(s) 18 The L bend, second bend

The second pre-bend is similar to the first one, with only the overlap being different. One motion
which I tried to capture is that the fundi is pressing down only with his left hand (a thing only possible
if the other end is supported) as he is shifting his foot to make way for his right hand to make the
next hit with the spring. The pre-bend is finished by making it 90° as described earlier (6) these
steps take 00:10 min to do (Data 107). Thus making this one bend takes approximately 00:20 min
for the whole top this would mean approximately 02:00 min. (6 x 20 as the long edges take two
times as much time to bend).

Figure(s) 19 Finishing the O bend

After pre-bending the fundi separates the sheets as he is going to make the U bend and finish it into
an O bend for each individual part. He now holds the tops in an angle (and not up side down) while
sitting down. Notice the way he now holds the spring, a more ‘open hand’ with the thumb and fingers
on either side of the spring.
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Figure(s) 20 Steps 1 to 3 going from an L bend to U bend

In this stage, the fundi gradually bends the L bend into a U bend. He does this by making several
passes, going back and forth on the edge while hitting it with the spring. During these passes, his
hand makes a clockwise circular motion. Furthermore, he changes the angle of the part (top) with
every pass he makes these passes take 00:20minutes to do (Data 108).

4
Figure(s) 21 Finishing the O bend

The final step of finishing the O bend is to go from a U to an O bend, this is done by bending the U
upwards (4), which closes the U. This takes 00:05min (Data 108). When the O is made, it is not
finished, as it is more of an oval shape. By hitting the bend from the top, the sides of the O bend
outwards forming a circle. This step is tricky as, when you hit to hard the O becomes flat, and if you
do not hit it straight from above the coil gets bend and is not straight anymore (see the next steps).
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Figure(s) 22 Straightening the coil

The above series of images show what the fundi is doing to straighten out the coil, which takes him
00:15 min (Data 108) to do. He first uses a circular motion, moving his hand at high speed (5), then
he uses the tip of the spring to directly hit a part of the coil which is not straight (6). As the previous
motion bends the coil away from the gauge lines, he bends it inwards again hitting it sideways (7).
He opens up the coil again with a high-speed circular motion (8). Finishing O bends for one top
takes 03:20min (Data 108, 109).
Folding the sides
The frame and the top are parts of which the sides are fold. I discuss folding in this section because
it has a resemblance with bending. I have to mention, that the following figures are of a light gauge
top and frame being fold. The difference with folding heavy gauge parts is that they are pre bend,
similar to the pre-bending of the O bend, as the material is too ridged to ‘just’ bend using the hands,
which will be elaborated.
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Figure(s) 23 Folding steps 1 and 2
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Figure(s) 24 Folding step 3

After aligning the gauge lines/ cuts and holding the top down with his foot, the fundi starts folding the
edge around the edge of the rail (1). He finishes (this step of) the bend by squeezing the bend as
tight as possible with his fingers (2). Finally, he bends the flaps of the short ends upwards. After
which he repeats these steps for the other side, it takes 00:40min (Data 108) to fold and bend both
sides up to this stage.
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Figure(s) 25 Steps 4 to 7 of folding the top

When both long edge sides are fold, the top is turned upside down. The fundi hits the bend with the
spring to make it ‘sharp’ (4). Then he folds it slightly open (5) to fit his hand and bend the edge back
using the ‘karate technique’ (6). His hand stays in this position moving back and forth bending the
side open to make it become a 90° angle. To finalise the fold he checks the angle and adjusts it if
needed (7). These steps are repeated for the other side and it takes a total time 00:35min (Data
108) to finish the bends.
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Figure(s) 26 Steps 8 and 9 of folding the tops sides

The short edges are folded last they are also bend by hand, but this time not supported by the rails
edge (8 and 9). When they are folded, they are made sharp, bend back using the ‘karate technique’
and straightened with the hands, it takes 01:00min (Data 108) to bend both of the sides.

Figure(s) 27 Folding the frame

The steps for folding the frame are similar to folding the tops sides. The ‘karate technique’ however,
is not really used as the length of the sides provides enough leverage to bend the side open again,
this process takes 00:50min (Data 110).
Other bending and folding processes
This section will present bending and folding techniques that are different than those discussed
before, however, I would still consider them a ‘similarity’ in this section. The first bending technique
witch will be discussed is ‘machining’. Machining means to use a tool called ‘machine’ to make a U
shaped bend in box parts. In fact the machine is not a mechanised piece of equipment, it is a heavy
gauge U beam with two trips welded on to it (note that the U beam is used upside down, like an n).
The two strips are spaced apart to fit a separate strip which is partly held by a brace at one side of
the U beam (the other side is held down with the foot during use).
The bend the machine makes is different from the U bend described earlier, because it is bigger and
not on the edge of part. The workshop at which I did my research did not have a machine because
theirs was stolen and they do not have the money to make a new one (a machine approximately
costs 1500 – 2000Ksh). The machines used in the workshop are rented from the neighbouring
workshop. They have two different sizes (that have different lengths of the channel) of which the first
size is for L, M and smaller boxes (toolboxes, 2Ksh). The second size is XL (and larger boxes,
5Ksh). I have to note that one interviewee mentioned that the prises increase depending on the
number of boxes however; I have not researched this further (Data 003). I did not research the
history behind the use of the machine, I do know that it is part of the process of making a metal box
for over seven years (the time Barack has spend here since he first arrived). To add to this Barack
cannot remember any changes being made to the box design or the way they are made other than
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the X bend I have experimented with. A thing that has changed are the box sizes hence, the
different lengths of machines (Data 001).
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Figure(s) 28 Machining steps

The parts which get a machined U bend, are the frame, sides, supports and corners. In the section
‘drawing the gauge and cutting the corners’, I have drawn machine lines to indicate the imaginary
middle in between the gauge lines. It is this middle that the fundi tries to align with the machine (1),
note that the brace to fit the separate strip is positioned away from the fundi. Thus after aligning the
end at the brace side, the fundi aligns the end, which is close to him. Note that he holds down the
strip with his right hand (1). When the alignment is correct, he changes his right hand for his left
hand and subsequently for his foot (2). This interchanging of limbs, frees the fundis hands in order to
pick up the heavy hammer and to hold the frame in an angle (3). After two passes (hammering back
and forth) he drops the frame, presses it down with his hand and continues beating (4). After another
two ‘passes’ he changes the hammer for the spring and flattens out the frames’ part which is
standing upright (5). This process takes 00:40 min for one side of the frame (00:80 min for a whole
frame, Data 111). Machining a side takes 00:15 min (Data 112), machining the front supports takes,
00:15 min and is done for two or three at the same time (Data 113), machining the long top supports
takes 00:30 min (Data 114) and is also done for two or three at the same time. I do not have a time
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measurement of the short edge supports, but this will be between 00:15 and 00:30 min and is done
for two or three at the same time. From the little experience, I have in using the machine I can
confirm that the difference in time correlates with the length of the bend. I could argue that this also
has to do with the different gauge (thickness) of the mabati however, these descriptions are written
for heavy gauge. Furthermore, it took me several tries to figure out that the best way to start a bend
is to work from one way to the other (a thing I did not directly observe from the mafundi). This way
you gradually push the separate strip into the channel (creating the u bend). An interesting step
(note this is part of the machining steps) I have observed is that mafundi ‘sharpen’ the machined
bends by pressing the spring into the bends (only from the outside) (Figure(s) 28 6) this takes about
00:15min per frame.
Machining the corners

1

2

Figure(s) 29 Machining the corners

The difficulty of machining the frame is the overall size of the part. Another part, which causes
difficulties due to its size is/are the corners. These are just wide enough to fit in the machine (1) and
therefore it often happens that the corners edges are not of the same length (2), as one side has
slipped in first. I have experienced this myself and this does not appear to be a real problem. If the
bends would differ to much in length, the fundi would beat the corners flat and machine them again.
Making handles and handle brackets

Figure(s) 30 Determining the size
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Making handles and handle brackets means to bend a metal wire in the shape of a handle and to cut
and bend a rectangular piece of mabati to form the handle bracket. A metal box has three handles,
which are made from metal wire/rod of 6mm. This wire usually arrives rolled up so, before cutting it
to size the wire is straightened. The size of the handle wires/rods is determined by the distance
between the thumb and middle finger Figure(s) 30.
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Figure(s) 31 Bending handles

The first bend of the handle is not measured out, it is approximately ½“. The fundi hits the rod, while
aiming the hammer with a 45° angle at the rail. Then, as the wire starts to bend down (2), he already
changes the angle, to end up hitting the edge with a 90° angle (3). He measures out the second
bend, buy using his middle finger (a length of two bones) (4). The bending steps are repeated for the
other side of the handle. When all of the handles bends are made, the handle is flattened by laying it
on the rail and beating the bends flat and to 90° (which is not measured with a tool). Making a
handle takes 00:45min (Data 115).
Side handles

Figure(s) 32 Bending the side handles

The interesting thing about the side handles is the way the rail is used to make the additional bend.
The handle is put in line with the rails’ edges and just the wire touching the bottom edge. The fundi
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bends the wire by a sort of pulling stroke, pulling the wire into the rail. The other side of the handle is
bend the same way. Making these additional bends takes 00:12minutes (Data 116).
Handle brackets

Figure(s) 33 Using the channel

As was mentioned before, handle brackets are not measured out before cutting. Rather, the fundi
uses the handles (he just bend) to cut the handle brackets to size (1). The handle brackets are bend
using a channel (a U shaped profile). The handle bracket is put on top of the channel (which is on
top of the rail) and a piece of rod is hammered down (bending the handle bracket into shape) into
the channel. Hammering is done with the spring because it does not need the momentum of the
heavy hammer to bend the material (2). I have no time data about cutting the handle brackets,
however, bending them takes 00:10minutes (Data 117).
Conclusion
This section has described different bending processes. The first thing I want to point out is the use
of the rail as it is part of almost every step. The rail even is rotated to perform special bending steps
for the side handles. Second, I have described the use of the machine and the channel, two tools for
making bends in the middle of a part. Furthermore, this section again addresses the incorporation of
the human body in the whole process, as the previous section already addressed measuring by
eyesight this section also presents measuring using the length of fingers.
2.3

Joining the parts to make the box
The remaining similarity, which will be discussed, is joining the parts to make the box. The first and
most frequently observed ‘joining technique’, which will be discussed, is ‘riveting’.
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Figure(s) 34 Riveting 1 and 2
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Figure(s) 35 Riveting 3 to 5

Riveting means, to join box parts together using rivets. The majority of the boxes’ parts are riveted
together for example, the box I made counts up to 62 rivets. Riveting starts by aligning the parts
(Figure(s) 34 1), then the fundi holds the parts in his left hand and lifts them up, to make room for the
right hand to put a rivet on the rail (Figure(s) 34 2). Then he puts the parts on top of the rivet and
punches the rived through the material using either the handle of the rivet hammer (3) or a rivet nut
(an old nut) (4) and the head of the rivet hammer. The rivet connection is finished by beating the
rived flat (5). These steps repeat for all the parts the mafundi rivet together. Thus, the rivet hammer
is a specialised tool with double functions.
The pictures shown to elaborate riveting are of the top supports. One thing, which I have to mention,
is that the second top support (being riveted) has been cut and fold in the middle to make it fit over
the long top support. Furthermore, I have included a list of riveting times in Appendix 4.
Determining the middle

A

B

Figure(s) 36 Determining the middle and making the hinge cuts

One interesting thing I have observed is, the way the mafundi determine the middle of the frame to
rived the handle (A, and in case of light gauge box, the bottom bracket). They line up one end of the
spring to one side of the frame (with the round side up), they then draw a line with the other end of
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the spring. By repeating this for the other side of the frame, the fundi has two lines to position the
parts between. This takes 00:04min to do (Data 118).
Another interesting use of materials (or human material interaction) is in making the hinge gaps
(Figure(s) 36 B). I have observed that they use the tip of the scissors and a hammer or even (the)
staples to make the cuts/gaps. This cut will fit a strip, which acts as part of a hinge.
Other joining techniques
Riveting is not the only way parts are joined together, the first of these other joining techniques
which will be discussed in the ‘double joint’.

Figure(s) 37 Double joint and tying the top

The reason for mentioning double joint in this section is that the L bend (1) and the U bend (2) are
made to form the double joint. Even though the double joint is one of the last steps in making a
metal box, I think it is worth mentioning it now for explaining the two bends. The side with L bends
(going up) is placed on the rail (which is raised by putting it on an oil drum). The folded frame is slid
over the side and it rests with the U bends (up side down) hooking on to the L bends. Then the two
bends are bend together, starting from the bottom edge and bending side edge over it. A complete
double joint takes 02:00min to make (Data 119).
There is one more joining technique, which I would like to discuss, namely tying the corners. This
technique is used for tying the corners of the bottom (A, the frame with double joined sides) and the
top (B). It involves inserting a metal wire in the O bend and bending the flaps (which is similar to a
double joint bend). Bending and cutting the insert wires takes 00:04 min for a short wire (Data 120)
and 00:04 for a long wire (Data 121). Tying the bottom takes 00:25 min per corner (Data 122), tying
the top takes 00:25 per corner (Data 123).
Total time of making a box
Adding up the times mentioned in this chapter, and estimating times according to my experience and
using the mentioned times, making a metal box takes 75:00 min (to make). This is plausible, given
the fact that Barack can make 10 boxes in a day. A working day is from 6 in the morning to 6 in the
afternoon, 12 hours. Calculating 75 min x 10 you would end up taking more than 12 hours however,
as was mentioned several times, parts are also made in pairs, reducing the production time.
Looking at the total production time, I doubt whether I could have done it faster, using the tools with
which I have leaned to do sheet metal. To add to this, the mafundi do not even use any technical
drawings, a resource vital for using the advanced tools.
Conclusion
This chapter I has tried to emphasize on the importance of the human body (human material
interactions and embodied skills), in the process of making the metal boxes. The use of the spring
for example fascinates me because of its difficulty in using it properly (as I have experienced first
hand), which especially comes to show when finishing an O bend. Barack would refer to the use of
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the spring as; “Using the spring is being flexible” (Data 001) and that is exactly what it is about.
Despite the fact that at first you see the mafundi beating the mabati ‘like crazy’, further analysis
show they use a whip motion in the arm for maximum efficiency and they actually perform refined
strokes to finish a bend. This was just one example of embodied skills and performance related to
the use of tools discussed throughout this chapter. The mafundi hands however, are used not only
to handle tools, rather they are also used as a measurement tool, and throughout time the skin has
developed callous to protect it from being cut Figure(s) 38.

Figure(s) 38 The hand of Barack

I have presented the different steps by using figures of different mafundi performing them. However,
metal boxes are rarely made ‘together’; this means that usually every fundi makes his order of boxes
from beginning to the end. Therefore, the quality in finishing also differs depending on the
performance (how does he manage to make the same box with different materials) of the fundi.
Thus, even though it appears to be a standardised production process (the basic steps) with pre
determined measurements, the boxes are never identical.
To refer back to my sub- research questions, this chapter has provided detailed descriptions to
contribute to answering the first two sub-research questions: (1) what are the processes of making
and (2) which interactions are involved. The reason for mentioning ‘partly answered’ is that there are
still unanswered questions such as:
•

How are the knowledge and skills described in this chapter transferred to a new generation
of mafundi? Note that I have mentioned ‘on the job’ learning this question refers to its
organisation and application.

Furthermore, up to now, I have not addressed the third sub- research question; how is the continuity
of these processes and interactions ensured. The latter questions will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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3 Sodality and modality for metal box making
This chapter will go into detail on the ‘continuation’ of the process of making a metal box described
in the previous chapter. The reason this chapter is titled ‘sodality and modality for metal box making’
is that this implies that social groups and networks in Kamukunji assure continuation. Therefore, this
chapter will address these groups, networks and the interactions that occur in relation to the
continuity of metal box making. In doing so this chapter will address the question raised in the
previous chapter: ‘How are the knowledge and skills described in this chapter transferred to a new
generation of mafundi? as well as the sub- research questions, (1) what are the processes of
making, (2) which interactions are involved and (3) how is the continuity of these processes and
interactions ensured. The latter questions will be elaborated using the third and fourth key pillars of
Technography, for which I have used the work on small groups by Harrington and Fine (2000) to
specify my data collection.
Section 3.1 will describe students as a group in Kamukunji, their education level, where they come
from and why, registration at Kamukunji jua kali association, student fee, how training is done and
graduation. Section 3.2 will describe the continuation of business, and the organisational initiatives
between workshops and individuals that ensure continuity in metal box making (orders). The latter
processes take place in and around the workshop of Mama as up to this point, I have not described
the general composition of the workshop, I will do this briefly below, using the diagram shown in
Appendix 5.
Composition of Mama’s workshop
The workshop is ran by Mama, she is the one selling boxes at the street, taking orders and
communicating them with customers, buying materials, employing mafundi and painting the boxes.
In case Zulekka is around she helps with selling boxes at the street and being the company cashier.
Boutrous I have observed doing small jobs such as buying staples and doing some painting (during
my research he was taking driving lessons to become a (taxi) ‘driver’). The group of mafundi/
mwalimu is what is of importance in section 3.1. In the diagram, I have put Rainchard before Barack,
because he has a direct family relation to Mama. However, Barack is usually the preferred choice of
Mama due to his production speed and finishing in making the boxes (performance). Barack does
not have a family relation, but he has the same rural origins, just as his two younger brothers
Stephen and Felix (of which he was the mwalimu). Rainchard was trained by Chegue (who is not a
regular employed fundi), which is the uncle of Kipsang. Kipsang was introduced to the workshop by
‘Rastaman’ (who unfortunately deceased due to illness during my research) and Daniel has come to
the workshop because of Mamas reputation in treating mafundi well. The painters will be discussed
in section 3.2.
3.1

Students
Students are indissolubly connected with Kamukunji, as all the mafundi I met in the workshop have
been students themselves. I would like to start this section with a brief description on how my
mwalimu (teacher) Barack came to Kamukunji as a ‘young boy’ and became a mwalimu. Barack
came to the workshop seven years ago (in 2003). After graduating class 8 of secondary school (in
Kisumu 2002) his family was not able to pay school fees for higher education. He tried to look for
employment, which he could not find in his area. His father (a fundi constructing houses) invited him
to Nairobi and introduced Barack to his friend, Hezekie Odour, who was working in the workshop of
Mama, making boxes. Hezekie has now returned to Kisumu were he makes boxes and jikkos (Data
001).
This brief description touches upon numerous processes present regarding students in Kamukunji.
These processes will be elaborated in the following sections of this chapter of which the first is
education.
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Education
During my research, I have observed four mafundi and two students (younger brothers of Barack)
which were employed on a regular basis at the workshop. I have made an inventory of the education
level of these six mafundi and it appears that four have finished primary education up to level 6 or 8.
An exception is Raichard (Marvin and Boutrous) the son(s) of Mama, he has followed education up
to form 4 according to the Kenyan system (Source: www.wikipedia.com year: 2010, Data 201).
These findings are in line with Kinyanjui (2008), who describes that low level educated (primary and
secondary education) entrepreneurs (for which I also read students) are drawn to the cluster. One
possible explanation I can give for the latter is the 1985 restructuring of education and training
mentioned in chapter 0. This makes people choose for self-employment, in case they can not find
employment with their level of education.
However, during the first phase of my research I conducted a series of interviews amongst random
firms in Kamukunji (this includes the interview at the hardware store mentioned earlier). The result of
these interviews is that there are people with higher education in Kamukunji, such as polytechnic
and even business degree (the daughter of the hardware store owner who was in-between jobs).
However, one of the development problems I have presented is that fresh graduates from national
institutes of technology, national polytechnics, or universities are not viewed as sources of
knowledge in the cluster (Kinyanjui 2008). This I can confirm with one of my respondents mentioning
that the polytechnic students are not practical enough. What is interesting about this respondent is
that she is ‘self-educated’ by her husband who is a teacher at Kenya Polytechnic (Nairobi).
However, during my fieldwork I have not researched the curriculum and its implementation of Kenya
Polytechnic nor the existing network ties between with the cluster.
Despite the fact that I can agree that the level of education is low, I can not believe that the people
would not be able to complete higher education, my assumptions on this will be elaborated in the
next section which addresses the questions: how new students come to Kamukunji and why they do
so.
New students (Migration)
I have introduced this section by describing the story of Barack, how and why he came to the
cluster. A similar story applies for his two younger brothers, only in this case Barack was the one
introducing them to the workshop of Mama, and he was their mwalimu. Barack also introduced
Freddy (Appendix 5) with whom he was working in another area for a while. At that time Barack told
Freddy; “When you have finished your training (as Freddy was training at another mwalimu in
another area at that time) I’ll take you to the headquarters (referring to Kamukunji)” (Data 001).
As I have described in the previous section, Rainchard has a form 4 education, but even with this
level he was not able to find employment. Therefore, he chose to be trained by Chegue. Marvin,
another son of Mama, chose to become a painter instead of a fundi, painting will be described in
section 3.2.
The best way of describing how people end up in Kamukunji is by using a quote of Barack: “It
requires a connection” (Data 001). Kinyanjui (2008) describes something similar namely; it requires
personal contacts (e.g. friends, relatives, acquaintances in most cases with the same rural origins) to
enter the cluster. This section also has shed light on why people end up in Kamukunji namely; the
majority is not able to find employment with their level of education. McCormick (1999) describes a
similar mechanism namely; many young Africans are forced into the labour market due to poverty
and limited access to education. The latter reflects the story of Barack as well as the other mafundi
in the workshop of Mama.
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Registration at Kamukunji jua kali association office
“You can not just come and work” (Data 000) is what the jua kali chairman told me during an
interview in relation to the registrations mentioned in chapter 0. From this interview I have learned
that there are conditions which to be met in order to be registered (Data 000).
•
•
•
•

You can register after staying here for 6 months
You have to be 18 or above
When registering as artisan (you have to work for somebody)
When registering as businessman, you must have a store or workshop (employing people)

The first of these conditions made me question, ‘how does the jua kali association check whether a
person registers within 6 months’ the chairman answered, “There is somebody who will take you,
that person is the one who will come at the office telling there is someone who will work for me, a
fundi/trainee” (Data 000).
Barack registered himself at the jua kali office in 2005 (3 years after he came to Kamukunji),
because the (previous) chairman had announced it with posters (Data 001). However this is not in
line with what the current chairman states, as he sais that you have to register after six months. The
most likely explanation I can give for this difference is what the current chairman sais about his
predecessors; “Those people had stayed for long time without any development” (Data 000). I
interpret the chairman’s quote also as a lack of policy implementation (referring to the development
plans) over the past years.
Student fee
The registration, or notification at the jua kali association office is in relation to the ‘whole’ cluster. the
student fee is an agreement the student makes with his mwalimu. The fee is an amount of money
the student pays in two terms, (1) an instalment and (2) the balance. The instalment is used by the
mwalimu to pay the student daily pocket money since the he is learning and not earning. The
balance is paid when the student has learned the knowledge and embodied skills needed to make a
metal box. The mwalimu (as well as the student) determine this moment and this is tested by a
graduation (which will be elaborated in later section).
I have observed, that the students in Mama’s workshop do get paid for the boxes they make. This is
due to Mama’s attitude towards the student fee: “We are not courageous we leave the money to be
collected by the fundi” (Data 003). I believe this attitude also reflects her attitude towards paying the
students for the boxes they make, which Boutrous describes as: “Earn as you learn” (Data 004).
Referring to the section on new students (migration) this paragraph again addresses the fact that
new people enter the cluster through family ties.
During the last month of my research, there was a new painter in the workshop of Mama. He told me
he was saving money to pay for his training in the workshop of Mama (Data 005). He wanted to
approach Chegue to be his mwalimu (Data 005). I was interested in the ‘link’ with the workshop. He
appeared to be the son of the sister of Mama (which a gain confirms family ties).
It appears that for every product you learn to make there is a fee. However, there is another ‘system’
as Barack explained; at one point he was asked to make boxes for ‘someone else’ (other then
Mama) this person had a workshop in which multiple products are made. After finishing the job,
Barack was offered to be taught how to make these products (e.g. jikkos’s and rain gutters). During
the learning process he was not paid per piece, he only received pocket money to manage his days.
What this example describes is not only that there are different ‘financial’ systems for learning how
to make a product however, it also touches upon a system of exchange of mafundi. This would imply
that, referring to the element ‘joint action’ of the CEF, there is exchange of mafundi between
workshops in Kamukunji, which will be elaborated more in section 3.2.
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Training
During my research I assumed that the order in which the boxes are made is similar to the order in
which box making is taught however, this appears to be different see Appendix 6.
It appears that the first (embodied) skill which students are taught is how to use the scissors, which
is logic because (referring to the previous chapter) the majority of the parts is cut using the scissors.
In this instance I was wondering, what happens when a student makes a wrong cut e.g. cutting a
frame to small. Then this material is used to make a top and other parts and the student is told,
“Never to do that again” (Data 001). The ‘other’ steps (Appendix 6) are taught in the following way:
“Show him slowly by slowly, don’t harass him” (Data 001).
As the student is taught in steps (production steps) the student can continue with the jobs that he
knows in case the mwalimu is busy (Data 001). The final step which is taught us how to measure out
box parts as this requires knowledge of measurements and bending allowances.
The training will continue till the mwalimu thinks you can manage to make a metal box alone; “it
depends on your mind, the teacher is the one who knows, sometimes you should be given an exam”
(Data 001). This examination is also referred to as graduation, which is done by giving the student a
mabati and letting him make a metal box without help.
It took Barack six months to master all the steps, before his mwalimu decided it was time for
graduation, Mama gave Barack a mabati to make a metal box and; “I succeeded”, he said. From this
point Barack was able to make a box individually and Mama let him make 2, 3, 4 up to 10 or 20
boxes (Data 001). After four years he “Became the best” which he defines as; “I could show
someone something and he could understand it” (Data 001). From that point on he trained several
people, one who is still working in the workshop and three in Narok, where he was send by his
mwalimu (Data 001).
I have observed that students (and fundi) are send by other fundi to go and get things, like
cigarettes. I asked Barack about this and he answered; “respect each other, one day he for me the
other day me for him, students you can just send ‘he is still learning” (Data 001).
Graduation
Graduation already has been touched upon in the previous paragraph. It is a test to see whether a
student is able to make a complete metal box without help. The mwalimu or Mama (the workshop
boss) can give the mabati for this exam. Barack and Rainchard, both gave mabatis to their students
(Data 001, 002). A similar graduation occurs for other products for which a learning fee has been
paid. I do not have data on what a graduation implies other than making a product without support.
When a student is graduated, he can call himself a ‘metal box engineer’. In case the student
continues learning different products, he can call himself ‘engineer’. The term engineer is used
frequently, as there are also people who do machine engineering who call themselves engineer.
Conclusion
This section has elaborated upon ‘on the job’ learning of knowledge and embodied skills (described
in chapter 2) to new students in the workshop (Kamukunji). It has presented mechanisms underlying
the flow of new students, revealing (rural) family ties and friendships. Furthermore, there appear to
be systems (in place) for registration, paying a learning fee and graduation. Graduation implies the
student becomes an (product) engineer, and he can develop by learning other products in a similar
way. However, when being a engineer, the next possible step is to become a businessman yourself,
implying that you make and sell your own boxes (and other products).
Kinyanjui (Kinyanjui 2008) describes that the importance of certificates has not been recognised by
the trainers, which is understandable from a scientific perspective. A certificate allows for exchange
between employees, for those who know what the certificate implies. However as this section has
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presented (and the next section will elaborate further) mafundi are already able to move to different
workshops on contract basis. Despite the fact that these workshop also might have family and
(probably even more) friendship ties the level of knowledge and embodied skills (performance)
which would be represented by a certificate are exchanged via communication between the bosses.
If the latter would not be the case the fundi is asked to make one (or several) product(s) for which he
came to work and his performance will be judged by the boss for which he wishes to work. Thus,
unless the value of a certificate is acknowledged by Kamukunji’s employers (bosses) it is of no use
to issue them as there is a system in place.
3.2

Orders
Chapter 2 has described the knowledge and (embodied) skills used throughout the process of
making a metal box. The first section of this chapter has described how this knowledge and
(embodied) skills are passed on to the new generation of mafundi. The data presented until this
point has addressed all the sub- research questions. However, the majority of the processes
described, take place at a workshop level. This chapter tries to go beyond the workshop level by
describing the initiatives, and forms of organisation between workshops (and institutions) that have
insured continuity of metal box making over time.
In the case of Mama, continuity would mean selling boxes, which is done by orders and on the
street. As this section will describe, metal box selling (and making) undergoes seasonality, which
strongly correlates with the start of Kenyan school year. The existence of a high and low season has
forced entrepreneurs to form initiatives and organise themselves in ways to outlive the low season.
This section will start by elaborating on the different ways an order comes to the workshop
(employing mafundi). Then it will describe painting and the importance of applying signs. It continues
with describing the seasons, and the different types of organisation and initiatives to manage the
seasons e.g., what do the mafundi do during low season, the role of the Kamukunji jua kali
association, the importance of self help groups, the possibility for micro finance, the existence of
mabati brokers and the role of the city council.
Types of orders
I have already introduced that there are deferent ways an order comes to the workshop, which
implies that mafundi are employed. For a fundi ‘order’ means that he receives mabati for a certain
number of boxes, which he has to make. “Orders go in numbers of 10 - 20 boxes, even over 50”
(Data 006). Throughout my research, I have discovered four different ways an order comes to the
workshop these will be discussed below.
First, ‘A customer comes to Mama’. The price is agreed depending on the number, the size and the
gauge of the boxes (20 boxes equals 15 to 20000 Kesh). The payment of these orders is done in
one transaction or in two payments, an ‘instalment’ and the ‘balance’. “Orders are paid, half or whole
(when the order is placed)” (Data 003, 007). Finishing an order usually takes two weeks. In an
interview with Mama, she told me that at that moment there was a customer waiting for an order to
be made. However, this customer did not have enough money to pay the instalment or the whole
amount. Therefore, Mama suggested that she would finish her current order and start a new order
with the revenue (Data 003). This way of doing business buys the customer time to raise the money
needed to pay Mama. This does not mean that Mama is dependent on this customer as she can sell
the boxes herself as well (look at the second way an order comes to the workshop). Furthermore,
with the emergence of the mobile phone and mobile phone money transfer e.g. M-pesa offered by
Safaricom (Data 202), It is now possible to initiate orders without having to meet Mama in person.
Even though the latter is only possible for regular ‘loyal’ customers (traders) (Data 003), business
has increased due to these mobile phone options.
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Second, the workshop at which I did my research also has a display (street shop). The boxes sold at
this display are also made in the workshop the materials and labour are paid by Mama. This, in one
way, makes Mama her own customer.
Third, referring back to my ‘entry’ into box making I placed an order as well, not at the workshop, but
directly at the fundi. I bought my own material and brought it to the fundi, and paid him to make it
into a box. Furthermore, I paid a painter to paint the box for me. This example shows it is possible to
make use of the workshop and hire mafundi without consulting Mama. However, the latter is only
possible under the condition that Mama does not have her own orders. Hence, this shows the
flexibility of the organisation of the workshop. Even though the rails and the oil drum are owned by
Mama, this does not mean that these can not be used for orders other then hers, making the
workshop into socially ran (by Mama and the regular mafundi) space, used for making metal boxes.
Fourth, a hardware store (at which you buy mabatis), can add value to their slow going mabatis by
making them into metal boxes (or other products) (Data 050). They directly approach mafundi
(inside) and pay them to make boxes. Then the boxes are transported to another place were they
are painted. One of the hardware stores makes up to 2000 boxes per year (side job) it has records
of the box orders (which they placed) “We also make boxes” (Data 008). A remarkable thing is that
the hardware stores sell these boxes to supermarkets. “In December we supply the supermarket
(you just go to a supermarket and ask if they want to buy boxes)” (Data 008). The reason for this
being remarkable is that in this case informal products become formal, as all products in the
supermarkets have barcodes.
One thing that has to be noted is that in each of the described order paths, the mafundi arrive
jobless in the morning, unless he has to finish an order from the day before. In case Mama has a
large order, 200 boxes for example, the order is divided amongst the regular mafundi. As different
mafundi have a different performance, mama might divide the number of boxes accordingly, to finish
the order in time (Data 001, 003). Despite the difference in performance, all mafundi get paid the
same price per box (depending on the size and gauge) (Data 001). Mafundi are paid in the evening
after the workshop has been emptied, and in case a fundi needs two or more days to complete the
order the payment is spread. I have observed that, in case Mama does not have an order, mafundi
consult their ‘friends’ (other mafundi working elsewhere in the cluster) if they can work for them e.g.
machining. As I have already mentioned at the third way an order reaches the workshop, a fundi can
also look for an order and bring it to the workshop, just as Mama is able to take the job somewhere
else (Data 001).
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Painting

A

B

C

D

Figure(s) 39 Painting boxes and logos

Depending on the customers, boxes are painted or not. The boxes I have seen at the workshop of
Mama were all painted. It is also up to the customers whish to decide the colour, with blue being the
most preferred colour.
Even though I have observed Mama painting boxes, it is Marvin (A) who does almost all the painting
and he is the only painter I have observed wearing a painting mask. I have observed that the
painter(s) check the boxes as they are preparing them for paint, and in some occasions, they are
brought back to the workshop for fixing e.g. wrongly put rivets and un-sharp bends. When the boxes
are painted, Mama finishes them by adding decorative figures (B). This is done using an improvised
way of spray painting, with a pesticide sprayer (C). The figures (called signs) are not only used as
decoration, they also indicate were a box is made. As you can see on figure (D) there are many
different signs e.g. the Volkswagen logo, Mercedes logo and names of football clubs as Chelsea.
During an interview, I have gained knowledge about, in case a logo ‘is stolen’ (copied) and the
situation gets out of hand, the Kamukunji jua kali association will settle these issues.
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Seasons
There appears to be a season in box making, this season correlates with the Kenyan school season.
The box-making season starts in September and stops on February 15th the first day of the new
school year. This correlation also indicates that the majority of the boxes made, are sold to (parents
of) schoolchildren.
The difference in the number of boxes made is considerable as Mama indicates that in high season
she makes up to 250 boxes per week, and 50 boxes per week in low season. Mildred the (in house)
neighbour makes 100 boxes per week in high season and just 10 per week in low season (Data 001,
003, 007).
I have observed that, during low season when there are few orders, Mama has a stock of ‘reject’
boxes. These boxes were put away during high season because there was too little time to fix the
wrongly put rivets, un-sharp bends and bad (peeling) paint jobs. These boxes are repaired and
repainted to be sold again. In an interview, Mama even told me that during low season lower
(cheaper) quality paint is used to reduce costs (Data 003). This example shows that Mama has
developed a strategy of spreading work over the year to be in business continuously. Implicitly she
also provides work not only for her self, but also for the mafundi and painters, which makes her an
important factor in creating employment among the social group that is connected to her workshop.
Mafundi low season strategies
During the final stage of my research, I was able to record data on how the mafundi outlive the low
season. Despite that, Mama is an important employment generator for the regular group of mafundi,
she can never generate a level of employment that matches the high season. Therefore the mafundi
also have developed their own strategies as Barack would say; “jua kali is fifty/fifty” (Data 001).

A

B

Figure(s) 40 Tusker box (A), Dust pan (B)

The first strategy is to share work this has already been touched upon when discussing the different
ways of orders coming to the workshop. I have observed Barack machining box parts for fundi friend
inside, however an even clearer example was given to me when I was making the Tusker boxes.
During my research, I got the idea that, a small toolbox made out of a tin sheet printed with Tusker
beer bottle caps would be a nice souvenir. Thus after buying four tin sheets, I went to the workshop
of Mama to agree a price with a fundi. This fundi however was not one of Mama’s regular fundi, he
was from the neighbouring workshop. What this fundi did was, employing Kipsang (Figure(s) 40) and
Felix to make my boxes. Of course, I would have liked to divide my order amongst Mama’s regular
mafundi, but I respected this entrepreneurship as I believe that this is the difference between
mafundi becoming a businessman or staying mafundi. Because there were still other (regular)
mafundi that did not have a job that day, I employed them to make specific parts, and so I was able
to provide them with some work.
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I believe that tourists would be interested in such small Tusker (or other type of bottle cap) boxes. I
also know that these can be sold (with high profit margin) at Masai Markets that occur on a weekly
basis throughout Nairobi. However, as the mafundi are not used to make the boxes ‘inside out’ (with
the printing on the outside) I constantly had to monitor the way parts were cut to make the bottle cap
logo’s appear normally (not upside down).
In the latter example, I did not mention Barack this was because he was not in Kamukunji at that
time. Barack was making Jikko’s (charcoal stoves) on invitation in Embu, which is the next strategy
to outlive the low season, which is going to be discussed. Because Barack is an engineer (in the
sense that he can make different products), he is able to find employment regardless of the metal
box making season. The workshops, at which he then works, are friends he knows from the time he
was learning to make the other products, or other people he has met in Kamukunji. As was
mentioned before, Barack has a social agreement with Mama, as he is not allowed to go during high
season.
The third strategy I want to discuss is copying consumer products. During the last week of my
research, I was able to take the picture shown at Figure(s) 40 B. It shows Barack and another man
standing in front of a little scrap store. They are discussing which thickness of material should be
used to make a steel copy the plastic dustpan the man is holding in his hands. Unfortunately, I was
not able to capture the process of copying the dustpan, due to time constraints. However, what this
example shows is that engineers (fundi that can make different products) are able to engage in
copying such products.
The last strategy used by mafundi is to save money in cash or via M-pesa. Furthermore, Barack
explained, that the low season is also a time to relax, as the high season is working seven days a
week.
One of my research objectives was to generate knowledge at an entrepreneur level. As I have
presented throughout my thesis, an entrepreneur is not only a boss of a workshop, as a workshop
actually represents a small social network. This network has developed its own systems, which are
also interchangeable with other workshops. The data presented until this point, has made me realise
that it is would do more harm than good to suggest to change these systems in order to develop
Kamukunji. However when viewing these systems (different workshops) as a whole, you can regard
its output as a range of different products. Therefore, I suggest expanding this range of products to
drill into new markets. Suggesting new products, I have done in two small projects, which will be
described below:

A

B

Figure(s) 41 Solar water heater (A) and the Walter & Maurice NBI transport fiets (B)

The first project I engaged in was making a solar water heater. There were several reasons for
making this prototype of which the first my personal interest. I had always wanted to make one
however; I was not able to afford the materials in the Netherlands. Secondly, I was convinced that
(despite I had never made one) this concept would definitely work in Kenya. Initially I started to
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make a design using a 3D CAD (computer-aided design) programme. However as I was in the
workshop I realised that the design was already there, in the shape of a metal box top. Therefore, I
continued focusing on the production techniques, which I applied to make a working prototype.
Figure(s) 41 shows an under construction image, with the box (top) the reflector (riveted together)
and the copper pipes (connected with rubber hosepipes and metal wire)
During the remaining time of my research, I was looking for enthusiastic mafundi to copy my
prototype. I had demonstrated the prototype to over a dozen of people, but it appeared to be
expensive for them to purchase (due to buying materials at a (to) high price). Therefore, I decided to
donate it the prototype to the Kamukunji jua kali association as a display model.
The second project was slightly more ambitious, as I was a ‘multidisciplinary’ project involving
bicycle mafundi and Kamukunji mafundi (welding engineers). The idea started during one of my
regular visits to the bicycle mafundi to pump or fix my tires. There I observed some old bicycle parts
which made me think of building a transport bicycle Figure(s) 41 B (as I do for hobby in the
Netherlands).
Therefore printed photos of my designs and showed them to the mafundi. They got enthusiastic and
donated their old bicycle parts e.g. wheels and a frame. Furthermore, they even raised money to pay
for the smaller parts, e.g. pedals, bearings, chain. I invested in the materials joining the bicycle parts
to form a carrier bicycle. It was during this project that I realised that the bicycle mafundi did not
have much to loose as in case the bike would not a success, they could just sell the parts in which
they had invested. I would only loose in this case because I decided to ‘promote’ them with the
materials (approximately 5.000Kesh €50,-). The part for which I had to do some research were the
bal joints, I went to visit several industrial part stores to find out they were to expensive. When finally
I ended up at a small car part store near Kamukunji were I could buy worn out car ballpoints perfect
for the carrier bicycle.
Personally, I think that these projects have potential for being new products for Kamukunji. They are
a first step towards understanding how mafundi work and how you can use this insight into
developing new products for Kamukunji.
Role of the Kamukunji jua kali association in the production of boxes
This and the following sections will address the role of the Kamukunji jua kali association, as well as
initiatives between individuals and workshops in the continuation of production of boxes. The
majority of my fieldwork I have spend on gathering data in the workshop of Mama, because my
intention was to capture a entrepreneur/mafundi perspective of Kamukunji. The data I gathered on
the Kamukunji jua kali association was mainly in line with what I have presented in the introduction.
However, a thing not mentioned in the literature chapter 0, is the existence of Kamukunji based selfhelp groups. The role of these self-help groups will be discussed in the following section. The link
between these self-help groups and the Kamukunji jua kali association is the fact that these groups
meet on a weekly basis (on scheduled times and days) in the hall of the Kamukunji jua kali
association office.
In the introduction, I have presented a rather negative image of the Kamukunji jua kali association.
However, it appears that there have been different (infrastructural) improvements in Kamukuji
throughout the past few years. This I have learned from an interview with the current Kamukunji jua
kali association chairman Mr. Francis Mwangi Muikamba, this interview, came to be in a ‘Kamukunji
way’. I was working on the carrier bicycle in a welding workshop (ran by a friend of one of the bicycle
mafundi) when Barack came to visit me to view the bicycles progress. At one point he said, “You
have to meet our chairman” and I was introduced to Francis. He appeared to own this shed which
houses the welding workshop as well as two big water containers from which he sells drinking water.
I had a brief chat about what I was doing in Kamukunji and I arranged for an interview. I have to note
that before this event, I was reticent to contact the jua kali association as the majority of my
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interviewees said that if I would approach them, I would have to pay a 10.000Kesh fee. When I
spoke to the chairman however, this fee appeared to be for guided (tourist) tours ‘inside’. Apparently
my stay in Kamukunji did not go unnoticed as the chairman told me; “I have seen you around’ you
do good things…” (Data 000).
th
Francis is the 7 chairman of the Kamukunji jua kali association since its foundation in 1985. Francis
was elected in 2006 and he was re-elected in the 2009 voting’s. Apparently, he is the first chairman
to be re-elected, therefore I was curious what he had done differently then his predecessors. After
asking about his re-election the chairman gave me an overview of the previous chairman(s) and an
interesting remark he made is “Those people had stayed for long time without any development”
(Data 000). This is in line with which his stated in the introduction, that the jua kali association is not
responsive for the needs of the entrepreneurs. Francis is able to make such as statement because
he has been running a business ‘inside’ as early as the late seventies, thus he is an entrepreneur
himself. Francis, was re-elected by his ‘reputation’ as he calls it, and it is a impressive list of
“projects” as the chairman calls them:

•

•
•

Improvement of the electricity supply to the cluster. He mentioned that welding used to be
done during the night or very early in the morning. “The power was to much divided” and it
was a single phase. “I first went around the country, knocking doors of government asking
for help” (Data 000) he managed to get a 3 phase power line.
Renovation (replacement) of the roofing on the sheds (located ‘inside’) put by president Moi
in 1985.
Renovation of toilet facilities, and construction of a new jua kali association office (on top of
the toilet building.

Current and future projects the chairman discussed are:
•

“A machine for pressing”, with this the chairman means pressing the ‘wok’ pans which
currently are hand hammered. When using a pressing machine, the pans will be of one
standard, “we will do mass production” and we will have to sell beyond Kenya. Currently the
KEBS does not allow products without a standard to be exported. (Data 000).

•

The 2030 government development plan, aims to make Kenya into a industrialisation country
(note these are the words of the chairman which are not verified with the actual development
plan). Kenya national jua kali cooperative society is currently drawing up the small and
medium enterprises bill (SMEB). “we make our own guiding rules, to govern the entire jua
kali in the county. They try to attract funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation to buy
tools and machines (Data 000)

•

Attracting funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation to the Kenya National Circle of
jua kali’s, the Kamukunji jua kali association is connected to this circle, and they recently had
a representative of the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation visiting Kamukunji for two weeks.
With this funding the association is able to give loans to members

Reading the latter projects and keeping in mind the workshop of Mama, you can realise that she
only benefits from the sanitary improvements, the jua kali office hall and possibly the future funding.
During an interview with Mama and Mildred (another woman metal box producer in the same house)
and Barack, we talked about the jua kali association.
•

The jua kali association has meetings two times a year however, the issues they address are
not of interest of ‘small’ members (Data 003, 007). Furthermore, these meetings “come
abrupt” as Barack calls it (Data 001)
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•

•

Depending on the contacts an entrepreneur has with jua kali association members, he can
benefit from the association for welfare issues e.g. weddings, funerals, accidents (Data 003,
007).
The jua kali association also receives orders witch they direct trough the latter contacts
(Data 003, 007).

Therefore, the ‘small’ members tend to use abusive language during meeting as they feel they are
treated unfair (Data 003, 007). Thus on a systems level the jua kali association does seem to not
address the different existing systems that have formed over time. The only systems that seem to be
addressed are those who are connected to the association members.
Self help groups
In the last weeks of my research, I got to know about the self hep groups in Kamukunji. These
groups meet on a weekly basis and on scheduled times in the jua kali association office hall. The
self-help groups are formed from different interests of which one example is rural origin, with groups
such as Mt Kenya (Data 000) and West Nya. The latter is the self-help group of which Mama and
Barack are members (Data 001, 003). There are many self help groups other than those which have
the same rural origins, examples of these are Kikilele artisans (Data 000, 003), Tushiri Kiane (let us
cooperate), Tuendele and Sky of which I do not know the exact founding origins, other than welfare
or business related issues. Francis Mwangi Muikamba is a founder of two self-help groups, sky and
tuendelee (Data 000).
Kikilele (a group of which Mama is also a member) has helped in financing the funeral for
“Rastaman (Musheba)” they raised money for a coffin and the ‘balance’ was given to his wife.
Tushiri Kiane meets on Thursdays and discusses issues on how to advance/boost small business.
During meetings, the members bring a 100Ksh fee. The fee is collected and loaned in a “Merry go
round” principle (gather money, give to one, next time the same and give to another one (Data 003,
007). This self-help group “improves the standard of life of women around here”, in supporting with
e.g. hospital visits, however this group has a business origin.
The existence of the self help groups is in line with (McCormick 1999), even though they are not
specifically mentioned, she describes that in case there is an absence of institutions providing help
in case of hospital admittance, death, or financial issues, there are cautious people who develop
their own insurance.
Micro credit and personal initiatives
Another business-enabling factor is the possibility to apply for micro credit. Applying for microcredit
involves the formation of a Sacco (cooperative movement, a group of 5 persons, 014P8 Mama,
Mildred, Mery), this group is usually composed of ‘friends’(trustworthy persons) because each of the
members is the others guarantor.
Micro credit can be applied from different institutions such as the Kamukunji jua kali association
(save 40000KsH and borrow 20000Ksh once a year (Data 003, 007), Opportunities Kenya micro
finance, Kikilele artisans and Kenya women’s finance trust (save 40000Ksh and borrow 40000Ksh
(Data 003, 007). Furthermore, I have been told, “Most of the people go outside Kamukunji, meet
people and borrow” (Data 007).
There are also personal initiatives for saving money however, when Barack mentioned me about it, it
became clear to me that he does not want everybody to know. What he did tell me is; “it is difficult to
bring people together because they are concerned with making money (selling boxes)” (Data 001).
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Thus, it appears that there are different initiatives and social structures in place, that still allow
flexibility for individuals to take their own initiatives. This flexibility is a favourable breeding ground for
bottom up change, to which I have contributed by doing my small projects.
Other factors influencing the continuity of metal box making
There are several other factors influencing the continuity of metal box making. The first of these
factors, which will be discussed is material availability, this factor has already been mentioned in
chapter 2.1. The majority of the mabatis sold at hardware stores in Kamukunji originate from MRM.
These rejects or off cuts as they are referred to, are collected (at MRM) during the production
process. The people who run a hardware store own a contract that allows them to buy these
rejects/off cuts for a reduced price. These contracts are usually obtained through a connection within
MRM e.g. family or friends. As there several hardware stores across Kamukunji, these store/contract
owners have made a system/list, which they use to know when one, is able to collect the rejects/off
cuts. This list works alphabetically and people ‘know’ when it is their turn through their contacts. In
this case, the contract owner arranges a lorry with which he is going to transport the mabatis from
the coast to Nairobi. The amount of tons they purchase depends on the contract owners’ financial
capacity. During high season, there is high demand for mabati and if the news is out that a lorry is
coming it can be sold empty in one day. Hardware store owners are not the only people with a MRM
contract. There are also brokers, people who have a contract but do not run a store. These people
are able to sell mabatis at a lower price because they do not have the costs a store has. Through
interviews, I got to know that workshop bosses have phone contact with brokers to communicate
about the mabatis.
In both the described cases the customers of the hardware stores/ brokers must have (access to a)
sufficient amount of money to make this sudden investment, hence that there are the different
financial systems described in the previous paragraphs.
The second factor, which will be discussed, is the staples. Staples (which are riveted to the box) can
be bought inside, in specialised workshops. I was able to interview the owner of one of these
workshops. This person has developed his own punching and pressing dies that were operated by
second hand manual presses. It appears that this workshop produces approximately 1500 per week.
Before he started this workshop he used to work in metalwork factories in the formal industrial area,
where he learned the skills he now applies in his workshop.
The third factor, which will be discussed, is the mokokoteni. Mokokoteni are people who pull a cart
that looks like wheelbarrow but with the size of a car trailer. These people move almost everything
they can put in and tie to their carts for a very low price. Therefore, they are employed to transport
mabati from the hardware store to the workshop and to transport finished products. Furthermore,
they are employed to bring orders of mabati or products to the nearby bus station, from which they
will be transported (on top of the bus), to the customers destination. These are the orders placed
and paid for via the mobile phone.
The final factor of continuation, which will be discussed, is the amount of money that has to be paid
to the city council. The reason for mentioning this is that the workshop at which I did my research
was not located on the land that has been given to the artisans in 1985. A map of Kamukunji
(Appendix 2) shows the 10 hectares of land outlined (red) which has been given to the artisans. The
other lines (yellow, the big lines representing an entire street and the thinner lines one side of the
street) indicate areas were I have observed businesses. In case one of these business wishes to
expand by building a sheds/constructions these plans have to be approved by the commissioner in
order to prevent demolishing. Note that jua kali registered members (not having their business
inside) are taxed for their land use. People running a non-metal related shop such as a hotel (food
place) or a phone-charging booth are also charged for running a business.
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Conclusion
This (second) section has elaborated upon different ways an order comes to the workshop. In doing
so is has shed light on what a workshop represents as a social organisation. I have described that
there is a season in metal box making, and how Mama as well as the mafundi have developed
strategies to outlive the low season, revealing that she social composition of the workshop is flexible.
I have discussed the role of the Kamukuji jua kali association in the process of metal box making
and its contribution to the continuity by providing a space for the self-help groups to meet. The selfhelp groups as well as the possibility to micro credit and the personal initiatives show that
sophisticated systems have developed to ensure continuity. Finally, I have discussed several other
factors that influence the continuity of metal box making, such as the system ensuring material
availability, the staple workshops and the important role of cheap transport by mokokoteni.
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4 Discussion and conclusion
This chapter will start by recapitulating the research objective and sub research questions (section
4.1). Section 4.2 will present the main results and relate them to the elements of the CEF and the
development problems presented in chapter 1.2. This chapter will end with a discussion on the
limitations of this research after which suggestions for further research will be presented.
4.1

Research objectives
This research aims to gain a deeper understanding in the socio-technical processes that are present
in the Kamukunji metalwork cluster, in order to widen the single sided (economical) perspective of
the CEF. In order to fulfil this main research objective this research attempts to answer the following
research sub-questions:
•
•
•

What are the processes of making?
Which interactions are involved?
How is the continuity of these processes and interactions ensured?

This research uses a methodology called Technograhpy. The four key pillars of Technography have
been conceptualised in the following way; Taskgroup and Sodalities (and Sodalities vs. Modalities)
by using the concept of small groups and Materiality by using the concepts embodied skills, human
material interactions and performance.
4.2

Main results
This section will present the main results of this research. The socio-technical data that has been
presented throughout this thesis will be applied to the elements of the CEF. Furthermore, these
elements will be related to the development problems presented in chapter 1.2.
Joint action
This research shows that an entrepreneur (such as mama) is not only a boss employing mafundi in
her workshop. Rather, she is a key figure in the social network that has formed around this
workshop. It is within this social network that joint action already can be observed. The fact that
mafundi borrow each other’s tools might seem obvious, but it is vital in completing the task of
making metal boxes.
The research continues by looking beyond the social network of a single workshop, and study joint
action between different workshops (social networks). Using this focus I have observed, borrowing
(renting) of tools, raw materials and complete boxes, which are similar observations to those
presented by the use of the CEF. However, by using the socio-technical approach this research was
able to add another level of joint action. This is joint action between individuals, which means that
bosses and mafundi have formed self-help groups. These self-help groups are vital in business
continuation as they relieve the members from the financial impact of ‘welfare issues’ such as
hospital admittance and death.
Thus, the research indicates that the definition of joint action as presented by the CEF is unable to
capture the different modes of joint action I have presented in this thesis. This section has
addressed development problems 8 (joint action) and 5 (the importance of self help groups).
Labour market pooling
This research presents detailed descriptions of the knowledge and embodied skills used throughout
the process of making a metal box. This implies that there is a concentration of specialised skills in
Kamukunji. Furthermore, there is a ‘on the job’ learning system in place, which transfers this
knowledge and embodied skills to the new students. Throughout the descriptions of this ‘on the job’
learning system, I have addressed the mechanisms that facilitate the flow of new students,
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presenting a different perspective on development problem 2. However, I have not been able to
gather sufficient data on the motives of choosing for self-employment. During an interview with
Barack, I realised that after becoming an engineer, self-employment is the most logic (personal
growth) step to take (Data 001).
Thus this research indicates that by using a socio-technical perspective, labour market pooling can
be discovered Kamukunji. This implies that, despite the broadness of the definition shown in
Appendix 1, it has been operationalised wrongly throughout the previous studies, resulting into
disabling labour market pooling.
Intermediate input effects
This research indicates that there are forms of Intermediate input effects in Kamukunji. Even though
the staple workshops mentioned in ‘Other factors influencing the continuity of metal box making’ do
not perfectly fit in the description given for intermediate input effects. It is believed that this example
can still be regarded as an intermediate input effect as this person came from outside the cluster to
become a producer of a product he supplies to the whole cluster.
Thus, the research indicates that the mode of intermediate output effects, which have discovered,
should be incorporated into the CEF, as it is not only applies for the staple workshop, but also for
hardware stores. Furthermore, numerous cases of people, changing from having a business in
selling mobile phone accessories and second hand shoes or even being a farmer to becoming a
hardware store owner, have been recorded (Data 050). Which implies that people from outside the
cluster, come to start a supply business.
Technological spillovers
This research has revealed several mechanisms of technological spillover. I believe that the ‘on the
job’ learning system is the most prevalent mechanism of technological spillover in place. In the
section ‘Mafundi low season strategies’ described that customers are also a source of new
knowledge coming to the cluster as, they bring products of which they want to have a jua kali copy.
Furthermore, the example of the staple workshop (previous section) also presents technological
spillover, as this person is an example of development problem 4.
Thus by using a socio- technical perspective this research was able to discover technological
spillover in Kamukunji. McCormick (1999) describes however, that there is no ‘positive’ technological
spillover. It is believed that the use of the word ‘positive’ is related to the economical perspective of
the CEF. Therefore it is presumed that the existence of the latter problem is the result of the one
sided economical perspective.
Market access
This research indicated that the metal box-making season is linked to the Kenyan school year. This
implies that the market for metal boxes is linked to the number of new children attending (boarding)
school. It is believed that the number of new schoolchildren remains the same in the coming years,
therefore the metal box market will also remain the same. It is believed that the market for metal
boxes is not directly affected by market liberalisation (referring to development problem 7). Business
has increased, due to the emergence of the mobile phone and M-pesa. Before the use of mobile
phones, customers had to travel to Mama to agree for the order, transfer the money, and come back
later to collect the finished order. Nowadays this process has changed as orders can be made and
paid via the phone. Furthermore, the close proximity of the country bus station allows Mama to hire
a mokokoteni to bring the order to the bus station, and let it be transported to the customers’
location. This same system also applies to orders of mabati placed at a hardware store. Related to
the latter example is the appearance of the mabati brokers. Because they are able to provide the
mabatis for a lower price, entrepreneurs tend to buy a small stock. However, the ability to make such
an investment relates to the existence of the self-help groups and the accessibly to micro credit. This
example shows market accessibility in terms of inputs.
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Thus, this research has indicated that by using the socio-technical perspective, a deeper
understanding about the mechanisms facilitating market access has been gained. Furthermore, a
mechanism facilitating trading with rural areas has been presented, which relates to development
problem 6 however, this should be explored further.
Institutional context
This research has indicated that, the Kamukunji jia kali association has made infrastructural
improvements over the past years and there are new plans for the purchase of machines and the
availability of micro credit. Even though the majority of the artisans in Kamukunji is a registered
member, and the association is supposed to reach all the artisans, these same artisans have
developed their own smaller groups which are able to facilitate the group members needs.
This thesis has also indicated that the city council which, for entrepreneurs not having the business
inside, will add another head of expenditure.
Thus, this research has shown that by adding the socio-technical perspective, the self-help groups
and their importance to the artisans have been discovered. Therefore it is believed that the CEF is
not able to capture the latter informal ‘institutions’ and missing important insights.
4.3

Discussion
Due to the limited research time, it was necessary to narrow down to one workshop. Therefore, it is
recommended to conduct a similar research in a different workshop. Furthermore, it is suggested to
also research different products.
Due to late discovery of the self-help groups, it has not possible fully capture their importance to the
Kamukunji artisans. Therefore, it is recommended conduct further research on these self help
groups, the networks they imply, and how they benefit the members.
It is believed that the elaborate social networks in Kamukunji are inherent to a informal cluster,
therefore it is recommended to conduct a similar research in an formal (metalwork) cluster.
furthermore, it can also be considered to distinct between developed and developing countries.
Final remark, It is believed that the CEF can indeed be successfully used to research industrial
cluster provided that the elements’ definitions are improved towards a more socio-technical
perspective.
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Appendix 1
Definitions of the Collective Efficiency Framework

Planned
Joint Action

Collective Efficiency Framework
Unplanned
Labour market pooling
Intermediate input effects
Technological spillovers
Market access, added by (McCormick 1999)
The institutional context

Table 1 Visualisation of the Collective efficiency framework by (Schmitz 1995)

The elements of the CEF, which are grouped as planned and unplanned collective efficiency will be
elaborated in the paragraphs below.
Planned collective efficiency, “involves collaboration between and among clustered firms”
(McCormick 1999), this collaboration is called ‘joint action’. In the light of this research I have
replaced the word ‘firms’ with (small scale-) entrepreneurs, using the definition by Hart (1970)
“anyone who controls the management of capital which he has invested in some enterprise in order
to realise a profit”.
Unplanned collective efficiency, “is essentially reaping the benefits of external economies”
(McCormick 1999). “External economies exist when the social benefits are higher than the private
benefits” (McCormick 1999).
(Krugman 1993) following, (Marshall 1890) in (McCormick 1999) identifies three main types of
external economies:
Labour market pooling, “is the concentration of specialized skills that often develops within
manufacturing clusters” (McCormick 1999).
Intermediate input effects, “are externalities associated with the emergence of specialised
suppliers of inputs and services” (McCormick 1999). There are two different types of suppliers, the
first is when a producer moves form being a producer to becoming a supplier. The second is when a
supplier outside the cluster is drawn to the cluster.
Technological spillovers, “is the diffusion of technological know-how and ideas” (McCormick
1999).
Market access, is added by (McCormick 1999) as it is a basic agglomeration of economies
Both planned and unplanned collective efficiency are imbedded in a institutional context.
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Appendix 2
Map of Kamukunji

Figure(s) 42 Map of Kamukunji, Inside (red), other areas of metal work business (yellow), workshop Mama (blue)
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Appendix 3
Basic order in making metal box parts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unroll the mabati
Remove 1”
Straighten the mbati
Measure and cut one frame, top and side (make copies using them as pattern)
Draw the gauge and cut the corners
Bend the frames edges
Bend the tops edges and bend the sides
Bend the sides edges
Machining (frame, sides, supports, corners)
Tying the top
Rivet top supports
Rivet the top bracket (top corner)
Make handles and handle brackets
Rived staples, handle, stands, front supporter onto the frame
Fold the frame
Rived the handles to the sides
Double joint (joining the frame and sides)
Tie the frame and bend the edges
Put the corners
Join the box (top and bottom)
Top staples
Stand

The above list is a visualisation of the way a fundi remembers how to make a metal box. The steps
are written down in what I would call mafundi ‘language’, and it are these steps I have explored in
my research.
Throughout chapter 2 I have given translations of the above steps, from an abstract line of words, to
a detailed description about the knowledge and (embodied) skills used by the mafundi to complete
these steps in the process of making a metal box.
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Appendix 4
Table of riveting times
Riveting the parts (staples, handles, supports) to the frame

05:35 min Data 110

Riveting the handles onto the sides (1 side)
Riveting the top supports
Riveting the top brackets
Joining the box
Riveting the corners (1 corner)
Top staples, bending and riveting
Stand rived together
Stand rived to box

00:45 min Data 124
03:15 min Data 125
00:33 min Data 126
01:40 min Data 127
00:40 min Data 128
02:55 min Data 129
01:00 min Data 130
00:40 min Data 131

Table 2 Riveting times
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Appendix 5
Composition of the workshop

Figure(s) 43 composition of the workshop
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Appendix 6
Steps in teaching how to make a metal box
Barack got taught the box making steps in the following order: (Data 001)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to cut (using the scissors) He would cut what the mwalimu would measure out and
draw, I was taught how to measure once I was finished (the last thing)
Drawing the gauge
Cutting the gauge
Tying the tops
Riveting the top
Bracketing
Machining
Bend the handles
Rivet the handles and staples
Double joint
Tie the frame metal wire
Join the top and frame
Staples
Rivets
Stand
Measuring out the box parts
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Appendix 7
Table of data used throughout the thesis
Interview data (Data)
000
01-04-2010
001

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

002

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

003

004

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010
Telephone interview 19-072010
21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

005

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

006

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

007

21-12-2009 and 18-04-2010

Survey data (Data)
050
Sheet
metal
aangepast
Video clips (Data)
100
MVI_3621_02:00

survey

101
102
103

MVI_4177_07:10
MVI_4154_00:00
MVI_3630_00:07_00:09_00:
33_01:44

104

MVI_3627_01:13

105

MVI_3633_01:18_01:24_01:
54_02:00

Interview with Francis Mwangi Muikamba, the current
Kamukunji jua kali chairman
Interview(s) with Barack Moris Odhiambo Ochieng, the
fundi that has taught me to make a metal box
007 P6 Barack, students section 3.1, number of boxes,
the best, Narok,
016 P1 Barack it requires a connection, migration new
students section 3.1,
014 P3 Barack steps in teaching, slowly by slowly,
mwalimu is busy, still learning
002 P1 Barack never to do that again, P2 How do you
mange a year,
012 P3 Barack, depends on mindset, mabatis for
brothers
Interview(s) with Rainchard Mali
014 P2 Rainchard It is very hard to make one, referring
to a gauge (tool) Kipsang mabati,
Interview(s) with Jane Mali (Mama)
013 P2 we are not courageous, how much boxes
Interview(s) with Boutrous Mali
013 P2 earn as you learn
Interview(s) Afan Abdi
019 P1 Alfan, saving money
022 P2 Alfan, chegue
Interview(s) Zulekka Mali
001 P1 orders
Interview(s) Mildred
013 P2 half half, how much boxes
012P1 Mama Jackie

Use of ruler for cutting frame, (Barack) muzungu metal
box making, cutting
Frame (Barack) muzungu metal box making, cutting
Brackets (Daniel) brackets
Gauging (Barack) muzungu metal box making, gauge
don’t forget… 00:07
measured for 1 corner x 4 00:09
don’t do like this and this… 00:33
measurement of cut 01:44
Gauging (Barack) muzungu metal box making, gauge
(note that this clip is made of a side, which has similar
corners to be cut and in this instance was gauged and
cut before the frame)
don't go to far… 01:18 (Barack) muzungu metal box
making, gauge
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106

MVI_3944_00:00_02:50

107

MVI_3943_00:00_00:10

108

MVI_3952_00:46_01:20_01:
26_02:50_03:35_04:11

109
110

MVI_3951_00:00
MVI_4013_00:40_06:17

111
112

MVI_4132_00:07
MVI_4131_00:05

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

MVI_4112_00:10
MVI_4107_00:00
MVI_4000_00:18
MVI_4040_00:52
MVI_4174_00:00
MVI_4176_00:40
MVI_4110_00:00
MVI_3880_00:00
MVI_3879_00:00
MVI_4124_00:45
MVI_3885_00:00
MVI_4175_00:12
MVI_3923_00:00
MVI_3924_00:00
126
MVI_3989_00:20
127
MVI_3983_00:10
128
MVI_3977_00:00
129
MVI_4149_00:00
130
MVI_4010_00:00
MVI_4011_00:00
131
MVI_4038_00:00
MVI_4118_00:00
Web pages (Data)
200
www.bovema.be 2010
201
www.wikipedia.com 2010
202
www.safaricom.co.ke 2010

estimate… 01:24 (Newton)
don't worry… 01:54
mistake is to… 02:00
Gague 00:00 (Barack) muzungu metal box making,
gauge
cutting, 02:50
Bending pass 1 00:00 (Rainchard) bending
pass 2 00:10
Bending L to U 00:46 (Rainchard) bending
U 01:20
Finishing O 01:26
Folding sides 02:50
Folding sides 03:35
Folding sides 04:11
Bending (Rainchard) Bending
Folding the frame 06:17 (Daniel) Frame
Riveting parts to frame 00:40 (duration 05:35min)
Machining (Rainchard) machining
Machining (Felix) machining
Machining (Daniel) machining
Machining (Daniel) machining
Handles (Stephen) handles
Handles (Barack) handles
Handle brackets (Rainchard) handles
Determining the middle (Daniel) frame
Double joint (Barack) double joint
Metal wires tying top (Stephen) tying top
Metal wires tying top (Stephen) tying top
Tying bottom (Barack) bottom
Tying top (Stephen) tying top
Riveting handles to the sides (Rainchard) sides
Riveting top supports (Mucheba, Rastaman) top
Riveting top brackets (Barack) top
Joining top bottom (Barack) joining top botom
Riveting corners (Barack) corners
Riveting top staples (Barack) staples
Riveting stand (Barack) Stand
Riveting stand to box (Barack) Repair

ref-voeding-maiski-001.jpg
Education in Kenya, primary education
http://www.safaricom.co.ke/index.php?id=250
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